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It is my duty to stand here, tell you what I know from our tradition and distill that down 

into 10-15 minutes of wisdom on how to live a better life in the upcoming year. It is my duty 

help you to show up, to have the courage of vulnerability, of humility, to recognize the places 

where you need to grow this year. But this previous year has made me unsure of what I know, 

and that is scary. I am scared of what I do not know- of being seen or found to be an imposter. 

AND I am scared of standing here empty-handed, with no story or wisdom to share. 

Yet I always have my story and there is one part of my story I have wanted to share but 

have not. And as a rabbi, it is the scariest story of all: how I feel about Israel. And while I am 

sure you heard Israel, the operative word you needed to hear was feel. I did not say I would share 

what I can teach or what you should believe; this is a sermon centered on feelings, specifically 

those of your rabbi. What I would like to do is to share solely what I know to be true for me, 

which are my feelings. There is no Rashi or any other commentator to look to because you 

cannot disagree or tell me my feelings are wrong. 

I am doing this because then you will know me better, you will better understand the 

person you see up here, the person you have in your head when you read my emails as well as 

the person you chat with in Trader’s Joes. 

But, more importantly, and this is the real take-home: you can then ask yourself: what is 

my story, what is the story I need to tell, what is the story I have not shared, the piece of me that 

is keeping my partner/child/neighbor/community from knowing the fullness of who I am. I have 

no wisdom to impart other than being willing to share mine with the hope that that inspires you 

to do the same. 
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This past May, on the morning of Shavuot I arrived at Rodfei and headed up to the 

Chapel. Since the attack on the Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh, I always have my phone 

with me on Shabbat and Yom Tov in case of emergency, and I took it out to make sure I had no 

messages that I needed to have seen before the holiday began. I had one text from my neighbor, 

and decided it was worth checking. He sent me an Op-Ed by Thomas Friedman about the 

escalating violence between Israel and Hamas. My neighbor wrote, “Let me know what you 

think about this article, I am curious about what you think. I have not paid much attention to the 

Israeli-Palestinian conflict and respect your perspective.”  

Services were about to begin, and I needed to focus, be sure I was confident in my Yizkor 

sermon. But I couldn’t; I was a wreck, I started crying and could not focus. A simple text, a text 

that unbeknownst to its sender made me feel seen and cared for. His humility allowed the walls 

that had been closing in on me, to begin to recede. Putting aside how rare that kind of humility is, 

especially about Israel, he opened the aperture, revealing to me what I needed, and this led to a 

meaningful conversation. He allowed me to speak for myself and bring the fullness of who I am 

to that conversation; he was not seeking the opinion of Rabbi Minkus or some other symbolic 

exemplar- just David. His text allowed me to breathe again, it allowed me to clear my throat and 

it was a small but enduring mitzvah. 

I was a wreck because I felt alone, like the Israelites in the Torah, as a nation apart and 

meant, or forced, to dwell apart. A week into the war I had seen editorials and social media posts 

vilifying Israel without, what I felt, was a fair assessment of blame. I saw Israel, the Israeli flag 

and its Jewish citizens, including friends, who were in bomb shelters, turned into global pariahs, 

a stand in for colonial brutality and racism. I saw the inevitable conflation of anti-Zionism and 

antisemitism and the dangerous ramifications of the latter. And, I also saw the devastation of all 
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these outside factors on ordinary Palestinians, their search for dignity and continual loss of hope 

and the ever-shrinking prayer for peace.  

During this time, I felt squeezed, I felt America was showing its true colors and perhaps 

as a Jewish American, just as my family were in Austria and Lithuania or anywhere else, I was 

seen simply as a Jew. It was as if I was being told that my hyphenated identity did not matter 

because the choice was not mine, which made me feel like there is no place for a Jew like me, a 

rabbi like me, no place for David nor Rabbi Minkus. 

Where is the place for a rabbi who says Palestinian Lives Matter? That the same divine 

image God imprinted on Sarah God imprinted on Hagar, just as God had done for Jacob he did 

for Esau. Where is the place for someone who feels a hurt deep in his gut every time something 

hard or difficult is said about Israel, the way we do when we overhear an insult or slight directed 

at a family member? Where is my place as a rabbi who wants his community to care about Israel, 

to recognize the significance- historical/cultural/religious of a sovereign Jewish State? How do I 

speak to place of dreams, a persecuted history filled with the hope for sovereignty, as well as the 

challenge to embrace all the messiness that comes with sovereignty- as it always has been for 

every nation. How do I create programming that is kosher enough that it will bring every cohort 

of our membership- Zionists, non-Zionists, and anti-Zionists- and engage with it, openly? How 

do I make it clear, abundantly clear, that we are better with all of you here?  How do I reinforce 

that we must be allergic to bumper sticker allegiances, red-lines, and loyalty tests? And that, if 

we do have a red-line, it is being thoughtful.  

Young person after young person is leaving Zionism, with many of them looking like me; 

these are not isolated kids living in Great Falls, MT with limited knowledge of Judaism or access 

to other Jews. These are people who grew up in Day School and Jewish Camp, many of whom 
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remain deeply committed to Jewish life. And they are leaving angry and with bitter feelings 

about the education they received and the messages they were taught or not. This is felt so 

powerfully that 100 rabbis and rabbinical students penned an aggressive letter to donors or 

supporters of their respective movements about the danger of their Zionism. Regardless of your 

take on this letter and its signatories, it is an incredibly bold move to be a Jewish professional, 

with the sun not even beyond the horizon of your career and to take a position that is even within 

the ballpark of anti-Zionism and stand a hope of that sun ever fully rising- but they did. And we 

must contend with a Jewish institutional landscape where that is the reality. And, maybe this was 

inevitable; maybe 73 years in this is what sovereignty looks like- perhaps young people who 

grew up knowing neither England nor colonial life looked at America in 1849 and said its 

promise has failed, the dream my parents saw and feel, are too far from the reality I experience. 

I don’t know, they don’t teach that perspective in 5th grade civics. 

I said I wanted to avoid punditry, but I will tell you this, if we as a community and here I 

am talking to my fellow Zionists in the room, cannot become comfortable with saying the word 

Occupation, then we have a big problem. If we cannot say that word and come to terms with the 

fullness of the indignities it presents, then we will, without question, continue to lose generation 

after generation of those young Jews to the ranks of those who exited Zionist stage left. Period, 

that is what is at stake and my saying it does not make Israel any less safe. I wish I had that kind 

of sway, but no rabbi has that power. 

I love Israel and feel at home there in a way I have never felt at home as an adult whether 

here in HP or NYC. I believe in the Zionism of Ahad Ha’am, of a cultural and inclusive Zionism, 

but I also subscribe to the simple Zionism of having a Jewish doctor, baker and garbage man. 

Israel is a home, a hope, a beacon of light that serves as the Jewish version of “If so and so wins 
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the election, I am moving to Canada.” I have never felt the calming effect of seeing that light 

from Israel’s lighthouse off in the distance as when I saw fellow kippah-wearing Jews being 

attacked on American streets and the deafening silence of the muted response. 

I came of age during the 2nd Intifada when coffee shops, pizzerias and teen clubs were 

being blown up. My security guard on my first trip to Israel, during the height of that intifada, 

had survived the bombing at my future cafeteria at HU. And when Ilyssa and I spent the year in 

Israel, not long after Ilyssa returned to the States, the bus she would have been taking to work 

was blown up. We all have these stories; it is a small world and when you combine Jewish 

geography and Israel, it makes the world feel like one kibbutz. 

And it is a shame that I need spend over a paragraph going through my Zionist bona fides 

to demonstrate my Ahavat Israel, my love for the Jewish people, but I have learned that I do, you 

need to hear that I care.  

Now,  I want us all to care; Zionists need to recognize while Israel is vulnerable, it is 

strong, in power and in control. As Jews we also have to care about Palestinians, even when, like 

for me, that care hits on a nerve of longstanding insecurity. And non-Zionists need to recognize 

that the rich diasporic lives we live cannot be separated from the unconscious pride and strength 

Israel gives to our lives here; how Israel’s existence has fleshed out our lives as Americans Jews 

in innumerable ways.  

Each of us must recognize that tribalism can be a good thing. We all cheered for the 

Americans at the Olympics not because we have ever heard of the woman who won the 

steeplechase or even has a clue what that is, but because we feel a bond with them simply by 

accident of birth and not only is that ok but natural. That tribalism becomes dangerous when we 

ignore its teachings, that we are chosen, solely, to spread light, care for the stranger and help the 
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world recognize the divinity in each other. We need our tribal beginnings to serve as a 

foundation and to ground us in it. Yet, it becomes incestuous idolatry when we do not mine those 

particular stories for their universal lessons and connections. And those lessons are here in the 

diaspora, and they are there in Israel; they will only become clear when we have our eyes, ears 

and hearts open. That is when we will be able to see that sharing our stories will collapse the 

distance, real and imagined, between us.  

That is why I have asked 12 of your fellow members to share their story about Israel with 

you, whose truths may or may not resonate with you but their feelings will; over the course 5782, 

we will come together to hear their story. We can no longer ignore Israel but the only way to 

fully and appropriately bring Israel into CRZ is through your voices, not outside speakers nor 

mine. When we do this we will stand, perhaps alone, as a community that comfortably and 

beautifully talks about Israel while welcoming all of its members to share in that telling, not 

because we agree or disagree but because we are a community. You will show up for the event, 

not because you care about the subject, but because you care about the speaker.  We have no 

chance, no hope of changing the discourse out there if we cannot transform the discourse in 

here.  

We are a people, who have guided down the river of history with stories as our paddle. 

Our people’s story began when an unknown man had the courage to listen to God’s story; our 

task is far simpler. When you know your story and can share it with conviction, then each of us 

will know that story and know you better. 

Let me end with this story. At the beginning of last year Raia’s school was hybrid, half 

on zoom and half in person. When her kindergarten class was on zoom school, she would have 

Free Exploration, where they were supposed to go play or run around/ get their sphlikes out 
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away from the screen. For a couple of weeks, Raia would go play quietly off by herself until, 

inevitably, she needed a snack. But then there was a change in her routine, she discovered 

something, which we only uncovered because she no longer seemed to be having this free time 

nor was she in need of that snack anymore. Her epiphany was that when all the other students 

left to play, her teachers stayed on Zoom. When we asked her what was going on, why she was 

staying in her room and what all the talking that we heard, we found out the truest answer: “We 

get to unmute ourselves.” 

When we get to just be, to press unmute, our true self is revealed, yielding a literal and 

psychic deep breath; thank you for letting me unmute myself. I want this to be the beginning of a 

better understanding of your rabbi, so I can better understand you, and then you can better 

understand that person you see at kiddush, or the person sitting next your right now, who you see 

every week or, once a year.  

Israel means to wrestle with God, but it is also a name, a place holder, a vessel for 

holiness. Let us lean on our name, grapple with ourselves and our story, being willing to listen 

when our loved ones and neighbors have the courage to unmute and allow that to inspire you to 

do the same. When we do that we earn the name because that wrestling will reveal a community 

that contains the holiness of God. 

Shanah tovah and may we all be inscribed into the book of life for a year of health, 

meaning and hitting unmute. 


